
OPERATION

Press the power button to cycle through light modes:
POWER SELECT

 
 

The Einstein 250 is a one-size-fits all, 250 lumen
headlamp with multiple light settings and an 

adjustable headband for hands-free Illumination.

IMPORTANT
To deactivate demo mode, remove the 
batteries for 10 seconds and then reinstall. 

BATTERIES
This unit is powered by 3x alkaline AAA batteries.

1. To change the batteries, remove battery 
compartment cover by lifting the clasp on the 
top side of the head lamp.
 

2. Once clasp is free from the back piece, open the 
cover to reveal the battery compartment. 

3. Remove old batteries and dispose of properly. 
Insert new batteries making sure that the 
negative end ( - ) is facing the spring. 
Polarity markings are indicated on the 
battery compartment to assist in proper 
polarity positions.

4. Reattach the casing by pressing together until it 
snaps shut.

DO NOT mix old and new batteries.

DO NOT mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or 
rechargeable (Ni-Cad, Ni-MH, etc.) batteries.

HEAD STRAP INSTALLATION 
1. First, insert one end of the strap hoop as shown 

in the illustration. 
2. Second, compress the strap until the other end 

of the strap hoop slips past the strap plate 
opening.

3. Then decompress the strap hoop to slip over 
the entire strap plate hooks.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for all three sides of strap.
5. Adjust the straps to properly and securely 

fit your head.

OFF > Spot Light > Flood Light > Red > Red Strobe

 

 

PRODUCT GUARANTEE

If you experience a problem, please do not 
return to your local store. Contact our 
Customer Service team at 800-255-6061 or 
NEBOLIGHTS.com

For more information, detailed video 
instructions, and warranty registration, visit 
NEBOLIGHTS.com

SPOT HIGH 250

SPOT LOW 30

FLOOD HIGH 80

RED HIGH
FLOOD LOW 7

MODES OUTPUT
(Lumens)

3h 30m

24h

9h

10h 30m
34h

RUN TIME
(Hours)

42 / 45 

2 / 2

106 / 115

13 / 14

RED STROBE - 42h -

-

BEAM DISTANCE
(Meters/Yards)

When the unit is off, press and hold the power button 
to access the Direct-to-Red feature. 

EINSTEIN® 250 HEADLAMP

-
RED LOW 40h --

BRIGHTNESS/DIMMING
All lights modes have continuous dimming and 
brightening cycling with memory. When ON, 
press and hold power button to activate 
dimming; The light will flash briefly to signal that 
you have reached either the maximum or 
minimum level. Release the button to set the 
desired brightness. Double-tap to recall last 
saved mode.

DIMMING CYCLE
WITH MEMORY

WATER
RESISTANT

ULTRA BRIGHT

SPOT LIGHT
Up to 250 Lumens.

*LOW MODES ARE SELECTED VIA THE VARIABLE DIMMING FUNCTION.

WATER-RESISTANT
IPX4 Splash-proof

NEBOLIGHTS.com
NEBOLIGHTS.com

